ORDER NO. 10-067
ENTERED 02/24/10

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON
UM 1431
In the Matter of
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC. and
FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

ORDER

Joint Application for an Order Declining to Assert
Jurisdiction, or, in the alternative, to Approve the
Indirect Transfer of Control of VERIZON
NORTHWEST INC.

DISPOSITION: JOINT APPLICATION GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS
I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In this order, we grant the Application of Verizon Communications Inc.
(Verizon) and Frontier Communications Corporation (Frontier), collectively the Applicants,
for Approval of the indirect transfer of control of Verizon Northwest Inc. (Verizon
Northwest). We conclude that the conditions agreed to by the Applicants in the various
stipulations filed in this docket, combined with additional conditions we impose in this order,
sufficiently mitigate the risks of the transaction and help meet the “no harm” public interest
standard required for our approval. The additional conditions we impose here include: (1) a
commitment by Frontier to spend an additional $15 million (total: $25 million) for broadband
deployment and enhancement over the next three years; (2) the required filing of annual
reports detailing service quality data and consumer complaint incidents with respect to
broadband services; (3) the required filing of quarterly reports on the financial health of both
Frontier Corporation and its operating company subsidiary; and (4) a “most favored state”
requirement that Oregon will benefit from protections for customers achieved by other states
that, if adopted in Oregon, would help further mitigate the risks of the transaction.
II.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On May 29, 2009, the Applicants filed a Joint Application (Application) with
the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission). The Application requested that the
Commission decline to assert jurisdiction over their planned transaction: the indirect transfer
of control of Verizon Northwest, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Verizon, from Verizon to
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Frontier. In the event that the Commission did not grant the request to decline jurisdiction,
the Applicants asked that the Commission approve the transaction. Associated with the
Application was a Motion seeking a protective order. The Motion was granted and General
Protective Order No. 09-197 was entered on June 8, 2009.
On June 8, 2009, pursuant to ORS 774.180, the Citizens’ Utility Board of
Oregon (CUB) filed a Notice of Intervention and became a party to the proceeding. Timely
petitions to intervene were subsequently filed by XO Communications Services, Inc. (XO);
tw telecom of Oregon LLC (tw); Integra Telecom of Oregon, Inc. (Integra); and
McLeodUSA Telecommunications Services, Inc., d/b/a PAETEC Business Services
(collectively, Joint CLECs); Comcast Phone of Oregon (Comcast); the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 89 (IBEW); Level 3 Communications LLC
(Level 3); 360networks(USA) inc. (360networks); and Covad Communications Company
(Covad) and all became parties to the proceeding.1
By Order No. 09-275, entered July 17, 2009, the Commission, citing relevant
portions of ORS 759.375(1)(c) and ORS 759.380(1) and (2), denied the Applicant’s Motion
for an Order Declining Jurisdiction. The order affirmed Commission conclusions reached in
an order approving a recent, similar application “that the Commission has the statutory
authority to review this transaction.” 2
Prehearing conferences were held and a schedule for the proceeding was
established. Pursuant to that schedule, on November 2, 2009, Opening Testimony was filed
by the Commission Staff (Staff), CUB, Integra, and Comcast. On November 16, 2009,
Verizon filed Reply Testimony and Frontier separately filed Rebuttal Testimony. A further
procedural schedule was set in anticipation of an evidentiary hearing on December 3, 2009.
On the day of the hearing, Frontier, Verizon, Staff, CUB, Joint CLECs, and
360networks filed a stipulation (Global Stipulation), resolving all issues except the “Most
Favored State Commitment” issue. The Global Stipulation is attached as Appendix B.
Comcast and Level 3 did not execute the Global Stipulation, but neither interposed any
objection to it. At the hearing, all of the testimony of the Applicants, Staff, CUB, and Integra
were offered and entered into the record by sponsoring witness direct testimony. The
witnesses were each examined by Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Allan Arlow, but neither
Staff nor any of the parties cross-examined each others’ witnesses.
On December 3, 2009, the Applicants and Joint CLECs filed a separate
stipulation (Joint CLEC Stipulation), which is attached as Appendix C. On December 8,
2009, the Applicants and Comcast filed a Settlement Agreement (Comcast Agreement)
pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 12 of the Global Stipulation. The Comcast
1

With the exception of IBEW, all of the petitions were granted unconditionally. The Applicants filed an
Answer, objecting solely to the IBEW Petition. On July 2, 2009, IBEW’s Petition was granted with conditions.
By Order No. 09-409, entered October 14, 2009, as corrected by Order No. 09-412, entered October 19, 2009,
IBEW’s participation was terminated and its party status revoked.
2
Order No. 09-275 at 4, citing Order No. 09-169 entered May 11, 2009, in docket UM 1416, In the Matter of
Embarq Corporation and CenturyTel, Inc., Joint Application for Approval of Merger between the two
companies and their regulated subsidiaries.
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Agreement is attached as Appendix D. On December 16, 2009, the Applicants and Level 3
filed a Settlement Agreement (Level 3 Agreement) pursuant to the requirements of
paragraph 12 of the Global Stipulation. The Level 3 Agreement is attached as Appendix E.
On December 17, 2009, the Applicants, Staff, the Joint CLECs, and
360networks filed Joint Testimony in support of the Global Stipulation; the Applicants and
Comcast filed Joint Testimony in support of the Comcast Agreement; the Applicants and the
Joint CLECs filed Joint Testimony in support of the Joint CLEC Stipulation; and Frontier
and Level 3 filed Joint Testimony in support of the Level 3 Agreement. In addition, Verizon
and Frontier filed a Post-Hearing Brief in Opposition to the Adoption of a “Most Favored
State Commitment;” Staff filed Testimony in Support of Imposition of Most-Favored State
Condition; and CUB filed Testimony in Support of Imposition of Most-Favored State
Condition.
Following an initial review of the various stipulations and supporting
testimony, the Commission concluded that there was insufficient information upon which
to conclude whether the Application met the appropriate legal standard. Accordingly, on
January 8, 2010, the ALJ issued bench requests seeking additional information from the
Applicants, to which they responded with testimony and exhibits on January 15 and 19,
2010. The ALJ issued a Ruling on February 24, 2010, closing the Record.
III.
A.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSACTION

Parties to the Transaction

The corporate entities making up the component parties of the transaction
have been identified in the Application at 4-5 as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Verizon Communications Inc. (Verizon).
Frontier Communications Corporation (Frontier).
New Communications Holdings, Inc. (NCH); New Communications ILEC
Holdings, Inc. (NCIH); and NewLD are Delaware corporations formed for
the purpose of effecting the transaction. NCH is a wholly-owned first tier
subsidiary of Verizon, and NCIH and NewLD are first-tier wholly-owned
subsidiaries of NCH and second tier subsidiaries of Verizon.
Verizon Northwest is a certificated telecommunications utility in Oregon and
provides local exchange services in 44 exchanges throughout the state, serving
approximately 310,000 access lines in Oregon. Verizon owns Verizon
Northwest through its wholly-owned subsidiary, GTE Corporation.
Frontier Oregon is a certificated telecommunications utility in Oregon and
provides local exchange services in ten exchanges throughout the state,
serving approximately 12,000 access lines in Oregon. Frontier Oregon is an
indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of Frontier.
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B.

The Merger Agreement

On May 13, 2009, Verizon, Frontier, and NCH executed an agreement
(Merger Agreement) under which Frontier, through the acquisition of stock, will acquire
approximately 4.8 million access lines and related assets currently owned by Verizon
subsidiaries in 13 states, including Oregon, as well as a small number of access lines in
California. The parties also entered into a contemporaneous Distribution Agreement. The
Merger Agreement and Distribution Agreement establish NCH as a holding company for
Verizon’s local exchange, long distance, and related business activities in the 13 states and
parts of California. Completing the merger is accomplished by spinning off the stock of
NCH to Verizon’s shareholders and then merging NCH into Frontier.
C.

The Structure of the Transaction

The Merger Agreement is structured as a “Reverse Morris Trust” (RMT).3
Under the Merger Agreement,
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

D.

Verizon transfers all of the Verizon Northwest stock from itself to NCIH, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of NCH. Verizon transfers all of its accounts
receivables, liabilities, and customer relationships related to its long distance
and other operations in Oregon and the other affected states to NewLD, the
other wholly-owned subsidiary of NCH.
The stock of NCH is then distributed to Verizon shareholders, i.e., NCH is
“spun off.”
Immediately following the spin-off, NCH will be merged into Frontier; the
NCH shares held by Verizon shareholders will be automatically swapped for
Frontier stock shares.
NCH disappears and Frontier, as the surviving company, will hold all of the
stock in NCIH and NewLD.
NCIH and NewLD remain in existence and become direct first-tier
subsidiaries of Frontier.
Verizon Northwest will become a second-tier wholly-owned subsidiary of
Frontier and will provide local exchange service in the service territory of
Verizon Northwest.
Frontier will also own and control NewLD, which will provide long distance
services in Oregon.

Post-Transaction Legal and Regulatory Status

Frontier’s Board will manage both the transferred Verizon assets and Frontier
assets in Oregon and will own and control two local exchange companies, Verizon Northwest
and Frontier Oregon. Frontier will also own and control two long distance companies
operating in Oregon: Frontier Communications of America, Inc., and NewLD. Frontier will
3

An RMT allows a company to complete a sale of a division or divisions without incurring any corporate tax in
the transaction. The RMT falls under Section 355 of the Internal Revenue Code and is analyzed in Internal
Revenue Bulletin 2003-29.
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change Verizon Northwest’s name upon closing the transaction, taking all necessary legal
steps to effectuate the name change.
Verizon shareholders will own approximately 68 percent of post-transaction
Frontier, although the actual percentage may vary because the Merger Agreement provides
for $5.247 billion in equity to be issued to Verizon shareholders excluding any adjustments
that may be due by Verizon to its subsidiaries pursuant to orders or settlement to obtain
governmental approvals in NCH territory that are required in order to complete the merger or
spinoff.4 The actual amount of shares will be determined by the price of Frontier shares on
the distribution date. The calculation will be limited by an $8.50 share price at most and a
$7.00 per share price as the lower limit. In addition to the equity payment, the transaction
includes a special cash payment of up to $3.3 billion.
The Commission will retain the same regulatory authority over the provision
of services by Verizon Northwest and NewLD that the Commission possessed prior to the
consummation of the transaction. Frontier will change the name of the carrier on Verizon
Northwest’s tariffs, but in all other respects, Verizon Northwest’s legal and regulatory
obligations are unchanged. Its wholesale obligations, including contracts, to Oregon
wholesale customers and to other carriers are unchanged. No change will occur with respect
to the regulatory status or obligations of Frontier’s existing operating entities in Oregon, and
those companies will not be impacted by the transaction and will continue to operate as
separate entities under Commission regulatory requirements.
The transaction is currently under review in eight other states and before the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
IV.

STANDARDS OF COMMISSION REVIEW

As noted above, in Order No. 09-275, entered July 17, 2009, we examined the
relevant statutes and affirmed our jurisdiction over the transaction and the necessity of our
approval to consummate the transaction with respect to Verizon Northwest’s Oregon assets.
In that order, we concluded that this transaction was governed by ORS 759.375 and 759.380.
ORS 759.375 provides, in relevant part:
(1) A telecommunications utility doing business in Oregon
shall not, without first obtaining the * * * Commission’s
approval of such transaction:
*****
(c) By any means whatsoever, directly or indirectly, merge or
consolidate any of its lines, plant, system or other property
whatsoever, or franchise or permit to maintain or operate any
telecommunications utility property, or perform any service
4

Staff/100, Dougherty/8, citing Applicant’s response to Staff Data Request No. 17. See Exhibit Staff 102/1.
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as a telecommunications utility, or any part thereof, with any
other * * * telecommunications utility.
ORS 759.380 further provides:
(1) No telecommunications utility shall, directly or indirectly,
purchase, acquire or become the owner of any of the stocks or
bonds or property utilized for utility purposes * * * of any
other * * * telecommunications utility unless authorized to
do so by the * * * Commission.
(2) Every contract by any telecommunications utility for the
purchase, acquisition, assignment or transfer to it of any of the
stock of any other telecommunications utility * * * without the
approval of the commission shall be void * * *.
When considering whether to approve this transaction, the standard for
approval applied by the Commission is whether the transaction serves the public interest by
causing “no harm.”5
V.

SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES RAISED BY STAFF AND INTERVENING PARTIES

During the early stages of the case and before any negotiations between the
Applicants, Staff, and Intervenors had occurred, Staff, CUB, Integra, and Comcast had major
concerns with the transaction, especially as to whether the transaction would be able to meet
the “no harm” standard. Their concerns related to a number of areas and were reflected in
their testimony, discussed below. Staff and CUB recommended that the Commission deny
the Application. Integra and Comcast did not oppose the transaction but asserted that
safeguards were needed “to protect the competitive industry while Frontier focuses on the
integration of its new territories.”6 Staff and Intervenors also proposed remedies or
safeguards to neutralize the raised concerns.7
The parties’ concerns can be generally distilled into 13 issues. We further
summarize these concerns below to help provide the proper context for determining whether
the transaction, as subsequently modified by the various stipulations, serves the public
interest and should be approved.

5

See Order No. 95-526 involving a transaction under ORS 759.375(1)(c) and ORS 759.380. This is a lesser
standard than the “net benefits” test employed under ORS 757.511 for energy utility acquisitions. See also
Order No. 08-617 in docket UP 249 and Order No. 02-466 in docket UP 195.
6
Integra/1, Huesgen/4.
7
Many of these proposed remedies were integrated into the conditions imposed by the Global Stipulation
discussed later in this order under Section VI.
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A.

The Overall Need for a Thorough Vetting of the Transaction

Staff noted that Verizon had executed three recent divestitures, including an
RMT structured transaction, and that all three -- Hawaiian Telcom, Idearc, and FairPoint
Communications (the RMT) -- filed for bankruptcy. Staff thus believes that reviewing the
instant transaction was not a mere academic exercise.8 CUB was similarly concerned that the
Applicants attempt to bypass the review process “is emblematic of an attitude * * * that this
transaction is no one’s business but theirs and is further indicative of how the Applicants
intend to interact with regulators in the future should this transaction be approved.”9
Comcast asserted that the Applicants “must demonstrate that their proposal will do no harm
to; 1) the customers in the area transferred, 2) customers of other companies in the area
transferred, 3) other customers of the companies, 4) the companies themselves, and 5) the
industry as a whole.” The Applicants must also “produce evidence demonstrating that the
proposed merger does no competitive harm to the wholesale customers of Verizon and
Frontier.”10
B.

Transitional Risks

Staff was particularly concerned about a possible repetition of the problems
that arose in the FairPoint transaction. FairPoint purchased the assets of Verizon New
England Inc. on March 31, 2008, in an RMT transaction and filed for bankruptcy
approximately 19 months later. Prior to filing bankruptcy, FairPoint was experiencing
numerous difficulties including credit downgrades, operational and billing system problems,
phone service reinstatements, and a roll out of new products and services to lure new
customers.11 Staff cites Frontier’s S-4 filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission,
which contained numerous categories of risks which Staff acknowledges the Applicants have
addressed in their Application. However, in Staff’s view, Applicants’ proposed solutions are
inadequate.12
C.

The Subsidiary’s Financial Risk in Relation to its Parent

The transaction has an anticipated price of $7.75 for Frontier stock, and
Frontier has committed to reducing its dividend to $0.75 per share upon completion of the
transaction. Staff expressed concerns that, if Frontier’s stock price drops and the number of
shares necessary to be issued to complete the transaction is increased, it may be difficult for
Frontier to meet its announced dividend obligation. A reduction in Frontier’s equity would
increase its debt/equity ratio.13 CUB also had initial concerns that the securities of the newly
combined entity would not be investment grade, resulting in higher debt costs, due to an
interest rate almost 60 percent higher than Oregon utilities with good credit ratings.14
8

Staff/100, Dougherty/11-12.
CUB/100, Jenks-Feighner/3.
10
Comcast/1, Pelcovitz/6.
11
Staff/100, Dougherty/11, Exhibit Staff/102 at 6-7.
12
Staff/100, Dougherty/17-18.
13
Id. at 21-24.
14
CUB/100, Jenks-Feighner/10-11.
9
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Staff conducted a leverage analysis and noted that Verizon’s leverage ratios
were all superior to Frontier’s post-transaction ratios and that VNW’s 310,000 Oregon
customers might “be harmed by leaving the umbrella of Verizon and becoming a part of
post-merger Frontier.”15 Similarly, although credit rating agencies agreed that post-merger
Frontier might be a stronger company than Frontier is currently, the improvement in leverage
might be offset by the integration costs and ongoing access line losses.16
Staff noted several potential financial problem areas. Frontier, which
currently carries a significant debt ($4.7 billion at the end of first quarter 2009) would
increase that amount to $8.0 billion post-merger. The debt service would require a high
allocation of Frontier’s cash flow from operations, possibly hindering upgrading its current
network infrastructure as overall demand for landlines falls. Staff also analyzed Frontier’s
post-merger revenue forecasts and predicted revenue losses of between 2-4 percent.17
Although Staff did not propose that the Commission require “Ring
Fencing”—the imposition of a package of conditions to protect certain assets or liabilities
within a corporation—to isolate the Oregon operations from negative financial impacts
created by acts of its parent or out-of-state affiliates, Staff did suggest that a third party nonconsolidated opinion (NCO) should be required. The NCO would need to find that there
was sufficient separation between the Oregon operating company and affiliated companies
to ensure the integrity of the subsidiary as a distinct business from the parent. In the
transaction’s initially proposed form, Staff did not believe that the transaction would obtain
such an opinion.18
D.

Synergy Savings Predictions

In its testimony, Staff was initially skeptical that the Applicants could save
$500 million through synergies resulting from consolidations in executive management,
legal, information systems, finance and accounting, and purchasing power increases with
vendors. Frontier’s expected savings equaled approximately 16 percent of the combined
Company’s EBITDA19, significantly greater than the projected 9.5 percent savings of the
Embarq/CenturyTel merger. However, Frontier had not projected its Oregon Operations to
be included in the synergy savings calculations and Staff wanted to ensure that sufficient
personnel would be available in Oregon to provide high quality service.20
E.

Recordkeeping and Access to Books

Although Frontier has met all Oregon reporting and tariff requirements, due to
the significant change in the scale of Frontier’s Oregon operations, Staff wanted to ensure
that it had proper access to all books and records and wanted assurance that records of the
15

Staff/200, Ordonez/7.
Id. at 12.
17
Staff/300, Phillips/3-7.
18
Staff/100, Dougherty/26-30.
19
Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization.
20
Id. at 32-35.
16
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transaction were available, and that existing agreements and tariffs are maintained. Staff had
several additional concerns. It sought the addition of a performance guarantee. Staff wanted
to ensure that the transaction was transparent to customers, that customers would not be
harmed by higher rates resulting from the transaction, and that the Commission would be
able to monitor the impacts on Oregon operations and customers.21
F.

Engineering and Service Assurance

Staff voiced concerns about potential impact on the quality or availability of
products and services to be provided by the newly merged company. The concerns arose out
of analysis of the age of the equipment being transferred and the lack of budgeted capital
expenditures for replacements and upgrades.22 Based on the “no harm” standard, Staff
believes that the test of sufficient capital expenditures will be reflected in Frontier’s ability to
meet its service quality requirements and that proper measures will ensure adequate service.
However, the age of some of Verizon’s switches may give rise to the need to make
significant expenditures.23
G.

Broadband/Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)

The FCC has imposed certain minimum requirements for the availability of
retail broadband Internet access services on other local exchange operation mergers and will
likely impose similar requirements on the Verizon/Frontier transaction. Staff was concerned
that the capital expenditures budgeted by Frontier to provide broadband services was
insufficient and that there was a substantial risk that Frontier had underestimated the amount
of capital required.24
H.

Fiber-Optic Service (FiOS)

CUB voiced concerns about the future of Verizon’s state-of-the-art voice,
data, and video fiber optic-based service, FiOS, and the customers in Washington, Yamhill,
and Multnomah Counties who subscribe to it. Although the Applicants claimed that FiOS
was outside of the scope of the docket, CUB contends that the cable services are part of the
transaction under Commission review and are financially interrelated with the regulated
services.25 CUB is concerned that Frontier lacks both the willingness and the expertise to
operate the FiOS system. Under Frontier management, customers with long-term contracts
may be subject to significant adverse changes that would cause them to want to leave the
FiOS system and thereby impair Frontier’s cash flow.26

21

Id. at 35-36.
Staff/400, White/2-6.
23
Staff/100, Dougherty/41.
24
Id. at 9-10.
25
CUB/100, Jenks-Feighner/16-21.
26
Id. at 23-26.
22
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I.

Operations Support Systems (OSS) and Business Support Systems (BSS)

OSS/BSS are a collection of computer programs and associated databases
developed, often in different programming languages, on different computers and using
different operating systems. They are used for billing various customer classes, trouble
reporting, engineering, performance monitoring, and myriad other functions. The failure of
these systems to seamlessly communicate and interoperate can lead to serious problems for
the company and its customers. Staff was concerned that the transfer and integration of
disparate systems, if not properly managed, could significantly harm Frontier and its
customers. The FairPoint debacle was a direct result of just such a failure.27
Comcast, as a competitor to Verizon for residential and business voice service
customers also sought assurances that there would be no deterioration in the quality of
service that competitors get from Frontier as had happened to the wholesale customers of
FairPoint.28 A Comcast witness opined that there was insufficient evidence to conclude that
wholesale services and systems would be seamlessly transitioned and adequately sustained
after closing the transaction.29
J.

Basic Telephone Service Quality and Oregon Telecommunications Assistance
Program (OTAP) and Lifeline Services

Staff noted that Frontier’s Oregon operating companies were currently
providing adequate levels of voice telecommunications service and expected that there would
not be any degradation after the merger, “assuming all the necessary Verizon maintenance
personnel and Operational Support Systems are kept after the merger.” However, detailed
information about service quality under the merged company would enable the Commission
to track any deterioration in performance.30
K.

Long Distance

Verizon has two subsidiaries that provide long distance services in Oregon:
Verizon Long Distance LLC (VLD) and Verizon Enterprise Solutions (VES). Customer
accounts receivables and relationships for many but not all of their customers will be
transferred to NewLD.31 VLD and VES will remain in business in Oregon to serve
customers not transferred to Frontier as part of the transaction. Staff was of the view that
customers should have a period of rate stability and sufficient notice of the transaction and be
adequately informed of their rights to choose a different long distance carrier. 32

27

Staff/400, White/11-17.
Comcast/1, Pelcovits/27.
29
Comcast/24, Solis/12-18.
30
Staff/500, Birko/4-6.
31
See Staff/100, Dougherty/6.
32
Staff/600, Marinos/2-4.
28
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L.

Competitive Carrier Issues

Staff noted that VNW’s competitors include competitive local exchange
carriers (CLECs), cable companies, wireless carriers, interexchange carriers, and internet
services providers (ISPs), among others. Harm to competitors in the form of any posttransaction reduction in services and service quality, price increases and the like, would also
harm their customers.33 Staff was concerned that Frontier’s stated priority to focus on
serving rural customers and its lack of urban market wholesale experience in comparison to
Verizon could cause a “step down” in wholesale service quality.34
Comcast underscored the importance to maintaining competition in the market
by having efficient and cost-based interconnection under at least current conditions and
current rates. If Frontier should claim rural company status as a means to seek exemption
from regulations currently applied to VNW with respect to the offering of wholesale services,
the Commission would be forced to conduct costly and time-consuming proceedings while
CLECs fought to maintain the terms of their existing interconnection agreements.35
M.

Affiliated Interest Issues

Staff saw the Applicants as having two affiliated interest (AI) issues. The
first issue is that Frontier affiliate Citizens Telecommunications Company of Oregon
(CTCO) has an exemption to the filing requirements of ORS 759.050 because it has fewer
than 50,000 access lines. The second issue relates to the numerous AI agreements between
VNW and certain Verizon affiliates, particularly Verizon Network Funding (VNF). Staff
was concerned that Frontier might be obligated to pay back a short-term note of almost
$306 million to VNF. However, Staff received assurances that Frontier will not have any
obligation with respect to the note and it will be settled within the Verizon companies before
the transaction is completed. Staff felt that AI contracts should be filed so that Staff can
ensure that both operating companies are paying the same rate for the same services and that
there is no cross-subsidization of one company’s customers by the other.36
VI.

RESOLUTION OF PARTICULAR ISSUES VIA THE SEVERAL
STIPULATIONS ADOPTED BY THE COMMISSION

Each of the open issues discussed above was addressed through the Global
Stipulation, the Joint CLEC Stipulation, the Comcast Agreement, and the Level 3 Agreement
and supported by sponsoring testimony.37 With several modifications noted in the
discussions below, the Commission adopts the Settlement Conditions of the several
Stipulations and Agreements, having found that their adoption will enable the Application to
meet the “no harm” standard described above. With the inclusion of those conditions and the
resolution of the “Most Favored State” clause issue via modification of Condition 3, the
33

Id. 6-7.
Id. at 9.
35
Comcast/1, Pelcovits/34.
36
Staff/100, Dougherty/45-46.
37
Identified and described at 2, supra.

34
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Commission approves the transaction. The provisions of the Global Stipulation as modified
and supplemented by the Commission are attached as Appendix A.
A.

The Overall Need for a Thorough Vetting of the Transaction

As noted earlier, by Order No. 09-275, entered July 17, 2009, the Commission
denied the Applicant’s Motion for an Order Declining Jurisdiction. Subsequently, there was
extensive discovery by Staff and Intervenors, direct and reply testimony by the Intervenors
and Applicants, examination of witnesses by the ALJ, joint testimony supporting the
stipulations and agreements, and the issuance of bench requests for additional data. These
materials all served to provide the Commission with a thorough understanding of the
proposed transactions and the risks and concerns it entailed. The Commission finds that it
has before it a record sufficient to conclude that, with the conditions set forth in Appendix A,
the transaction satisfies the “no harm” standard.
B.

Transitional Risks

Global Stipulation Conditions 5, 9, and 11 are designed to ease the transition
from the customers’ perspectives and ensure that the Applicants and not the customers bear
the costs of the transition. Condition 5 requires that shortly after the transaction is closed,
Frontier will change the carrier name on all applicable VNW retail customer bills and that
notification will be given to all local exchange and long distance customers.
Condition 9 is a commitment from Frontier that its operating companies
will not seek to recover one-time transition, branding, or transaction costs through wholesale
service rates, one-time transaction, branding, or transition costs. Condition 11 is a
commitment by Frontier that all existing VNW agreements with wholesale customers, retail
customers, and utility operators and licensees for services provided in Oregon will be
assigned to or assumed by Frontier or its subsidiary and will be honored by Frontier and its
subsidiaries for the term of the agreement.
We find these conditions help meet the “no harm” standard for approval of the
transaction, and they are adopted as an integral part of this order.
C.

The Subsidiary’s Financial Risk in Relation to its Parent

The Global Stipulation addresses this concern by the adoption of Conditions
10, 15, 16, and 17. Condition 10 is a commitment that the Frontier Operating Companies
will hold retail and wholesale customers harmless for increases in overall management costs
that result from the transaction. Condition 15 requires Frontier to notify Staff within 30 days
after the close of the transaction of the consolidated Net Debt/EBITDA and price per share
used to determine transaction shares.
Condition 16 is Frontier’s commitment not to encumber the assets of the
operating companies. Condition 17 is Frontier Northwest’s (FNW) commitment not to seek
recovery via Oregon intrastate regulated retail or wholesale rates of any acquisition premium
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paid by Frontier to Verizon for Verizon Northwest. Any acquisition premium will be
recorded in the books at the parent level.
In order to provide the Commission with a clearer understanding of the
possible financial scenarios which the transferee might encounter, we directed the ALJ to
issue a bench request to the Applicants seeking pre- and post-transfer pro forma annual
statements and financial ratios going forward five years with different scenarios for projected
access line losses and variations in DSL customer penetration levels and capital expenditures.
We have examined the data responses to ascertain if the financial conditions contained in the
Global Stipulation help to meet the “no harm” standard.
Based on our review, we are able to conclude that Frontier’s commitment to
these conditions help meet the “no harm” standard for the VNW subsidiary’s financial risk in
relation to its new parent. Conditions 10, 15, 16 and 17 are adopted and made part of this
order.
D.

Synergy Savings Predictions

Condition 13 of the Global Stipulation was designed to assist the Commission
in capturing an understanding of the synergies that may develop from the merger of the
Oregon operating companies. We have modified Condition 13 by the addition of
Subsection “e” to track broadband deployment. Under this Condition, as modified, FNW
is required, beginning with the first of the month following 12 months after close of the
transaction, and for two subsequent 12-month periods, to file with the Commission a report
describing:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Substantive activities undertaken relating to integrating VNW operations with
Frontier, as well as achieving synergies made available as a result of this
transaction Frontier synergies will be reported on a Frontier total company
basis;
Costs and projected savings of each such respective activity on a Frontier total
company basis;
Organizational and staff force changes in Oregon operations;
Impacts on Oregon operations and customers; and
Substantive activities undertaken related to Oregon broadband deployment
plans and commitments including completed progress by wire center.

We find that Condition 13, as modified, will provide information that will
help meet the required “no harm” standard for approval of the transaction.

E.

Recordkeeping and Access to Books

In order to ensure that the Commission has adequate information to protect the
continuing public interest that the transaction causes “no harm,” we adopt Conditions 1, 2, 3
and 12 of the Global Stipulation.
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Condition 1 requires Frontier to provide access to all books of account, as well
as all documents, data, and records that pertain to the transaction.
Condition 2 reserves to the Commission the right to review, for
reasonableness, all financial aspects of this transaction in any rate proceeding or earnings
review under an alternative form of regulation. To ensure that the “no harm” standard is
maintained, we add to Condition 2 the following independent requirements:
Frontier must file with the Commission for a period of not less
than 5 years following the close of transaction, with the first
report being submitted 90 days after the first close of the
quarter subsequent to the close of the transaction, or until
Frontier’s debt rating is raised to BBB- by Standard and Poor’s
or the equivalent rating by Moody’s or Fitch, whichever is
earlier:
No more than 90 days following the close of each quarter,
Quarterly reports listing the balance sheet of the consolidated
company, as well as the Frontier Northwest intercompany
receivables and payables showing the beginning balance,
the change for the quarter and the ending balance of those
accounts. Frontier Northwest must also include in this
quarterly report the dividend amount Frontier Northwest
declares to be issued directly or indirectly to Frontier, and the
dividend payment declared by Frontier to its shareholders (in
total and per share) for that same time period.
Condition 3 requires the Applicants to immediately notify the Commission of
any substantive material changes to the transaction terms and conditions from those set forth
in their Application. The Applicants also commit to submitting a supplemental application
for an amended Commission order in this docket if the substantive transaction conditions and
terms affecting Commission regulated services change. We modify Condition 3 to add a
“Most Favored State” requirement, discussed in Section VII Resolution of Open Issues,
below.
Condition 12 is a commitment that financial reporting will remain unchanged
with each Operating Company submitting a Form-O and a Form-I.
With these modifications, we find that Conditions 1, 2, 3, and 12 provide
sufficient information to enable the Commission to monitor the post-transaction entity and
help meet the “no harm” standard.
F.

Engineering and Service Assurance and Safety

In response to concerns raised by Staff, the Global Stipulation includes
Conditions 22 and 23 (Engineering and Service Assurance) and 24 through 27 (Safety).
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Condition 22a. is a commitment by FNW to provide the Commission with a multi-year
strategic plan with data on the useful life and replacement schedules for switches in the
VNW service area with the intention of maintaining then current service standards.
Condition 22b. is a commitment to file an annual report detailing Oregon capital
expenditures to implement Condition 22, including a comparison of Oregon versus
system-wide per-line expenditures.
Condition 23 is a five-year commitment from FNW to annually provide staff
with certain data Verizon currently provides the FCC for its service areas. Conditions 24
and 25 reflect FNW’s commitment to comply with applicable federal and Oregon safety
standards including applicable statutes and rules. In Condition 26, FNW agrees to provide
the Commission a listing of FNW’s primary and secondary points of contact within its new
organization for safety and pole attachment matters. In Condition 27, FNW agrees to honor
Verizon Northwest’s agreement with Commission safety staff, to place newly installed
buried facilities on private property at no less than 12 inches below ground level.
We have reviewed these conditions and find that, when taken in conjunction
with the other conditions set forth in the Global Stipulation, they help meet the “no harm”
standard. They are adopted as part of this order.
G.

Broadband/Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)

As noted earlier, Staff voiced its concerns about Frontier’s financial and
managerial ability and commitment to make broadband services widely available at the scale
and pace that would have been undertaken had VNW remained as the operating company in
its territories. CUB had concerns about the continuing availability and quality of service to
Verizon’s FiOS customers.
The Global Stipulation addressed these concerns through the proposal that the
Commission adopt Conditions 14 (Broadband/DSL) and 54 and 55 (FiOS). As previously
noted, we initially determined that we lacked sufficient information to determine whether
the proposed condition in its present form satisfied the “no harm” standard necessary for
Commission approval. Consequently, we directed the ALJ to issue a bench request asking
the Applicants to: (a) explain why certain Verizon customers were excluded from being
assured broadband services; (b) and (c) provide estimates of costs associated with increasing
the availability of broadband services to various wire centers and at various penetrations and
1.5 Mbps download speed over two years; and (d) estimates for (b) and (c) assuming a
3 Mbps download speed. As noted, the bench request also included, in relation to the
Commission’s inquiry into the financial strength of Frontier, requests for pro forma financial
statements addressing scenarios that included DSL deployment assumptions and take rates in
various permutations.
Based upon the responses to the bench requests received, we have modified
Condition 14 and adopt this modified form as a condition for approval of the transaction.
The modified Condition 14 retains the requirement that FNW, before July 1, 2011, prudently
expend $10 million on broadband deployment in the FNW territory in Oregon. The
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Commission added a requirement that before July 1, 2013, Frontier will prudently expend
an additional $15 million for a total of $25 million on broadband deployment in the FNW
territory in Oregon. The Commission also increased the minimum threshold for DSL
download speed and service availability.
Condition 14 requires that FNW will deploy broadband service in not less
than 95 percent of the FNW Oregon wire centers within two years of closing of the proposed
transaction. The Condition also outlines specific commitments to particular wire centers
regarding broadband service deployment and availability at designated transfer rates and on
specific timetables. FNW further agrees to consult with Staff regarding the timing of the
deployment in specific wire centers and geographic areas the Commission identifies as
priority areas.
The Condition also requires for a three-year period after closing, that FNW
file confidential, quarterly reports with the Commission, for Commission and CUB review,
detailing the progress and status of any difficulties in broadband deployment and the means
to address those problems.
With respect to our modification on additional capital expenditures for
broadband deployment, Frontier is required to place $15 million in a Commission-approved
escrow account to be retained until the Commission is satisfied that the broadband
deployment commitment (a total of $25 million) has been met. Frontier may request that
money be drawn down to compensate for prudently incurred expenses to meet the broadband
commitment. If any part of the first $10 million has not been spent by July 1, 2011, it, too,
will go into the escrow account. In the event that broadband deployment targets have been
met without the full $25 million having been exhausted, FNW is required to expend any such
available funds on upgrading the availability, quality or capacity of its DSL service offerings.
FNW commits that this condition will not result in the diminishment of Oregon maintenance
and investment expenditures in Oregon outside plant.
In the event that the broadband deployment objectives are found technically
infeasible, FNW will give a prompt report to the Commission setting out the problems and
offer an alternative of equal or greater public benefit. The Commission can accept or modify
the proposals to provide the same level of public benefit.
Once the Commission makes this determination the Account funds will be
released. FNW will report in its annual Form O Report for the current and preceding three
years of expenditures in Plant Accounts 2111 – 2690 and Operating Expense Accounts 6110
– 6720.
We also note by our addition of new Condition 57, that we will require
Frontier to submit detailed reports with respect to broadband service quality and customer
complaints regarding service quality and availability.
We find that the Broadband/DSL conditions, as modified by the Commission,
help meet the “no harm” standard for approval of the transaction.
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H.

FiOS

FiOS video services are currently provided by VNW pursuant to local
franchise agreements, rather than pursuant to Commission authority. Those agreements
permit VNW (and any successor, such as FNW) to “walk away” from the Franchise
agreements, i.e., cease offering FiOS video services, within two years of the close of the
transaction. In Condition 54 to the Global Settlement, FNW commits to the continuation of
video services for two years in all cases except those where failure to opt out during this
“walk away” window would bind the company to a commitment that is longer than two
years. Condition 55 provides that, if within two years after closing of the proposed
transaction, FNW reduces or substitutes one or more video channels from an Oregon
customer’s existing FiOS video service, or takes any action intended to reduce the internet
speed for existing FiOS Internet service customers, an Oregon customer may, if the customer
seeks to terminate the service within 90 days after the Company reduction or substitution is
implemented, terminate a long term (12 months or greater) contract without incurring any
termination fees. This condition applies only to contracts entered into between Oregon
customers and VNW in Oregon prior to completion of the proposed transaction.
In light of the provisions of the current VNW FiOS Franchise Agreements,
we find that these conditions help meet the required “no harm” standard for approval of the
transaction.
I.

Operations Support Systems (OSS) and Business Support Systems (BSS)

The Staff witness testifying at the hearing in support of the Global Stipulation
explained that the dire financial problems in both the FairPoint and Hawaiian Telecom
transactions were caused by post-transaction OSS/BSS problems; i.e., the lack of a stable and
functional OSS/BSS precipitated rapid line loss and customer dissatisfaction.38 Condition 28
addresses this critical area in several ways and is briefly summarized below.
With respect to Retail Services, before going into production mode on the
replicated systems, the Applicants commit to share the Program Test Strategy plan and preproduction functionality tests with Staff and CUB and show that various parameters have
been validated by an independent third party. Before closing the transaction, Verizon will
share production results of customer-affecting systems with Staff and CUB and commit to
meet certain benchmark data, also validated by an independent third party. Closing will not
occur until all systems are certified to be working properly.
With respect to Wholesale Services, Verizon commits to taking full
responsibility for replicating its existing systems and transferring existing data to those
systems before the systems are put into use. After testing, the CLEC support systems will
be transferred to Frontier along with trained Verizon personnel who will continue with
employment with Frontier and also train other Frontier employees. Verizon will support the
38

Hearing Tr. 51:8-14.
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CLEC support systems at least 60 days after closing the transaction to ensure that the CLEC
order and maintenance systems are operating smoothly. Frontier will use the replicated
systems for at least three years (unless it gives the Commission and CLECs 180 days notice)
while receiving Verizon support and assistance to ensure that the same quality of service is
maintained throughout the transition. Frontier and Verizon will also enter into a contract to
provide for at least four years of OSS/BSS support from Verizon. Frontier will also seek
input from interested carriers before implementing the OSS transition.
We find that Condition 28 helps meet the required “no harm” standard for
approval of the transaction.
J.

Basic Telephone Service Quality, OTAP, and Lifeline Services Conditions

In order to ensure that the transaction would cause no harm to Oregonians
receiving Basic Telephone Service and services designed to meet the needs of low-income
customers, the Commission has adopted Conditions 18-23 (Basic Service Telephone Quality)
and Conditions 46-50 (OTAP and Lifeline Services).
Briefly described, Conditions 18, 19, and 20 require FNW to resume monthly
reporting of service quality results and to implement new organizational structure and
employee integration plans. Condition 21 requires FNW to maintain its current level of
service quality or face the imposition of statutory penalties. Condition 22a. calls for the
submission of a strategic plan for identifying the useful lives of base and remote switches
and allocating the capital to replace them as necessary to meet current service standards.
Condition 22b. requires the submission of an annual report detailing capital expenditures for
the strategic plan. Condition 23 requires FNW to submit certain FCC data regarding its
service areas for five years post-closing of the transaction.
Conditions 46, 47, and 48 require FNW to process and submit weekly
OTAP/Lifeline/Link-Up America, OTAP/Lifeline Termination, and “No Match” reports.
Condition 49 requires that when FNW submits its monthly OTAP reimbursement report
electronically, the company will also submit a monthly electronic report containing all active
Oregon Telephone Assistance Program/Lifeline customers including their corresponding
telephone number and address. Condition 50 requires FNW to submit a monthly “Order
Activity Report on OTAP/Lifeline customers who have been disconnected.
Taken together, we find that these conditions help meet the “no harm”
standard for basic telephone service quality and service programs directed to low-income
Oregonians.

K.

Long Distance

During the transition period, Staff wanted assurances that customers of
VNW’s and FNW’s long distance services would not be disadvantaged. To meet the “no
harm” standard with respect to long distance services, the Commission adopts Conditions 2931 of the Global Stipulation.
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Condition 29 freezes VNW intrastate toll rates and service offerings at
VNW’s pre-closing rates for 120 days after closing. Condition 30 calls for a 30-day advance
notice of the shift to FNW and compliance with FCC “anti-slamming” rules. Condition 31
requires that, if a customer wishes to change carriers within 90 days following the closing of
the transaction, FNW must waive all service change charges.
We find that these conditions help meet the “no harm” standard for approval
of the transaction with respect to the provision of long distance services.
L.

Competitive Carrier Issues

Competitive carrier relationships and wholesale services are addressed in the
Global Stipulation, the Joint CLEC Stipulation, the Comcast Agreement, and the Level 3
Agreement. Global Stipulation Conditions 32-45 address wholesale services provided by
Verizon and Frontier to their competitors who interconnect with or obtain services from
Verizon. They are briefly summarized as follows:
•

Condition 32 requires Frontier to honor existing Verizon interconnection
agreements in all respects.

•

Condition 33 requires Frontier to honor Verizon wholesale price lists and tariffs
and make no increases for at least two years after closing.

•

Condition 34 maintains the same intrastate transit rates, terms, and conditions.

•

Condition 35 is a commitment by Frontier not to seek to avoid any ILEC
responsibilities by claiming an exemption under the Telecommunications Act of
1996.

•

Condition 36 is a one year commitment not to discontinue any intrastate
competitive service offering.

•

Condition 37 is a commitment by Frontier to provide monthly wholesale service
quality reports and participate in a Commission docket to establish wholesale
service benchmarks.

•

Condition 38 is a commitment by Verizon to provide certain wholesale data for
the year leading up to the closing of the transaction.

•

Condition 39 provides an escalation mechanism and contact point for OSS/BSS
problems encountered by CLECs.

•

Condition 40 sets forth a means to keep information and communication flowing
between Frontier and its CLEC customers.
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•

Condition 41 commits Frontier to maintain a change management process similar
to one currently in place with Verizon.

•

Condition 42 requires FNW to keep existing Verizon support centers operational
at comparable levels with safeguards comparable to those currently in place.

•

Condition 43 is an FNW commitment to maintain OSS functionality,
performance, and e-bonding for wholesale services that is at least equal to
that which Verizon currently provides.

•

Condition 44 is an FNW commitment to provide ordering, provisioning, and
maintenance processes and intervals consistent with those Verizon currently
provides.

•

Condition 45 is an FNW commitment to provide timely resolution of wholesale
service problems consistent with Verizon Northwest’s existing level of
performance.

The Joint CLEC Stipulation’s 1539 conditions address the issues of
(1) ensuring costs related to the transaction were not borne by FNW’s competitive carrier
wholesale customers; (2) assuring that existing wholesale service rates, terms, and conditions
with VNW were maintained; (3) assuring a seamless transfer of wholesale OSS/BSS
systems; and (4) assuring that wholesale service quality overall was not diminished.
Conditions 2, 3, and 8 are designed to keep transaction-related costs from
being passed through to wholesale customers. Condition 4 requires reporting of wholesale
service quality metrics and continuing rights to remedies. Conditions 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10
establish specific commitments and safeguards with respect to Frontier’s maintaining
existing Verizon interconnection agreements and wholesale arrangements. Conditions 11-14
affirm the maintenance of VNW information availability, procedures, relationships, and
processes post-transaction. Condition 15 delineates both Verizon’s and Frontier’s
responsibilities relative to OSS/BSS systems.
Comcast and Level 3 did not sign either the Global Stipulation or the Joint
CLEC Stipulation. Instead, each entered into a separate agreement with the Applicants
tailored to their particular interests and circumstances, yet covering many of the issues
addressed in the Stipulations. The Comcast Agreement emphasized OSS testing and
integrity, while the Level 3 Agreement looked to the continuity of interconnection
agreements as a primary focus.
The continued existence of a robust, competitive marketplace is essential to
satisfying the “no harm” standard for the transaction. We have examined the conditions in
the Global Stipulation, the Joint CLEC Stipulation, the Comcast Agreement, and the Level 3
Agreement and find that the totality of the conditions agreed to by the parties and Staff help
39

Joint CLEC Stipulation’s Conditions 16-19 are procedural in nature.
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meet the “no harm” standard with respect to the provision of wholesale and competitive
carrier services.
M.

Affiliated Interest Issues

As Global Stipulation Condition 4, Frontier commits to keep its Oregon
operating company subsidiaries, CTCO and FNW, separate unless the Commission approves
their consolidation. In essence, Conditions 51 and 52 provide that FNW operating
companies will comply with all applicable Commission statutes and regulations regarding
affiliated interest transactions and make the appropriate affiliated interest filings pursuant to
ORS 759.390, promptly file affiliated interest agreements, including an updated Cost
Allocation Manual. In Condition 53, the Frontier and Verizon competitive provider entity
certificates will remain unchanged and in effect as of the closing date, after which Frontier
and Verizon will report to the Commission any changes affecting those certificates.
We find that these conditions help meet the “no harm” standard for approval
of the transaction.
VII.
A.

COMMISSION RESOLUTION OF OPEN ISSUE

Resolution of the “Most Favored State” (MFS) Issue, Positions of the Parties.

In paragraph 2 of the Global Stipulation, the parties agreed that the “in the
public interest, no harm” standard would be met “upon resolution of the ‘Most Favored State
Commitment’ issue which is not itself resolved in this Stipulation, and that the Public Utility
Commission of Oregon (the ‘Commission’) should then issue an order approving the
Stipulation with attached conditions * * *.” On December 17, 2009, Staff and CUB
separately filed testimony in support of the imposition of an MFS condition and the
Applicants filed a joint brief in opposition.
Staff notes that an MFS clause is consistent with the one recently imposed in
the CenturyTel/Embarq merger, docket UM 1416, as well as in prior dockets UM 1209 and
UM 1283, and that the reasons for the condition’s prior imposition is equally applicable to
this transaction. The MFS clause allows the Commission to adopt, under certain specified
circumstances, any commitments or conditions from other states that are adopted after the
Final Order related to addressing any harms of this transaction. While Staff and Intervenors
have done their best to identify and remedy any potential harms from the transaction, parties
in another state may address a risk with a better-crafted condition. The MFS clause provides
a mechanism for integrating such an improvement.40
CUB notes that in a multi-state transaction, consumer advocates have a strong
incentive to be in the last proceedings because consumer advocates in other states have
identified what conditions the applicants were willing to grant to mitigate those risks. Those
states that are among the first to review the transaction may inadvertently omit a condition
40

Staff/700, Dougherty/4.
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that would mitigate a risk common to all the states. It is therefore unfair to the state that most
promptly reviews the transaction if it cannot benefit from the records built in other states.
Despite the Commission’s experience, Oregon still runs a risk that it will not be able to
benefit from a condition for which other states may be able to gain Applicants’ assent that the
Commission could not. The MFS clause is the simplest way to solve the problem, and CUB
supports Staff’s Opening Testimony in that regard.41
Applicants respond that the MFS commitment is bad public policy and
inequitable to the Applicants who, having negotiated in good faith, conceded many positions
in a desire to eliminate any controversy and meet the “no harm” standard. Different states
have different priorities which will necessarily result in different compromises and other
states may impose, overall, less onerous obligations than has Oregon. Furthermore, the MFS
clause creates uncertainty because it leaves open the possibility of reopening the settlement
because each party has the right to terminate its participation if the settlement is changed.42
The Applicants are also concerned that the MFS clause would create
procedural and jurisdictional issues, raising problems under Oregon’s Administrative
Procedures Act, since there would be no evidentiary record to support any new term
imported from another state; lacking such evidence, the order could not “disclose a rational
relationship between the facts and the legal conclusions reached.”43
The Applicants further argue that the CenturyTel/Embarq MFS clause should
not be applied because, in the instant case, the transaction is being implemented a much
different way in West Virginia than in Oregon with respect to the OSS/BSS changes and
requires a far different solution. If the Commission does adopt an MFS clause, the
Applicants propose that the language be modified to read as follows (note: bold signifies
added language; brackets indicate deleted language):
The commitment or condition does not result in the combined
company being required to provide a “net benefit” and [either]
(a) the Commission or Staff had not previously identified the
harm to Oregon ratepayers; [or] (b) the transaction is not
being implemented in the other state differently than in
Oregon; and (c) the harm identified in the other state is
not primarily applicable to that state [the commitments or
conditions in a final order of another state are more effective at
preventing a harm previously identified by the Commission or
Staff].
Finally, Applicants contend that the implementation provisions are too long
and cumbersome and could impact the timing of the closing of the transaction.44

41

CUB/200, Jenks/2-4, citing Staff/100, Dougherty/60-61.
Applicants’ Post-Hearing Brief in Opposition to Adoption of a “Most Favored State Commitment” at 2-3.
43
Id. at 3-4, citing Chase Gardens, Inc. V. Oregon Public Utility Commission, 88 P.2d 1087 (Or. App. 1994).
44
Id. at 4-5.
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B.

Discussion and Resolution

Our experience in prior cases has demonstrated the value of MFS clauses
and, as noted by both Staff and CUB, such commitments benefit the various stakeholders
in Oregon while, at the same time, allow applicants to promptly conclude the regulatory
approval process. Nevertheless, the Applicants have demonstrated that, with respect to this
transaction, different states have greatly differing priorities and that a modification to the
MFS clause in this proceeding is warranted to reflect our intention that any clause should
be related only to Oregon conditions. Thus, the clause we adopt in this order as new
Condition 56, will read in relevant part as follows:
The commitment or condition does not result in the combined
company being required to provide a “net benefit” and either:
i. The Commission or Staff had not previously identified the harm
to Oregon ratepayers and such harm is applicable to Oregon; or
ii. The commitments or conditions in a final order of another state
are more effective at preventing a harm previously identified by
the Commission or Staff. (Added language in bold.)
With this change to the Staff recommendation, we adopt new Condition 56.
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